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Many times nations are thus thought of as fixed identities—only this

is an illusion as much for nations as for stars, each of which are in

relation to the others—that have gravitational fields which you can-

not see, but that we now know exist... I understand globalization to

be a kind of gravitational field and I try to see nations in motion,

crossing their very borders and with fields of force, for example,

political and economic fields...

Benedict Anderson

(Third World Tensions Meeting. Fortaleza, July 2005)

1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this article is to examine the impact of the
wars provoked by the United States on World Bank policies.1  I
try to demonstrate that the Bank’s various approaches to de-
velopment have been related intimately to international con-
flicts and US foreign policy positions. The first major shift in
World Bank strategic thinking was motivated by the US defeat
in Vietnam (1973), the second by the end of the Cold War (1989)
and the third by the attack on the World Trade Centre (2001).

In its official documents, the Bank presents itself as the main
source of development assistance to countries as well as an
influential producer of knowledge and promoter of development
policy. Its activities include the divulgation of paradigms to large
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circles of intellectuals, governmental and non-governmental
agents, the private sector, social movements and the media.
Not without reason, this entity is seen by some analysts and
militants as being obedient to great powers and multinational
corporations and is criticized for the restrictions it places on
national decision-making capacities, particularly in those na-
tions with weak economies, serious poverty and limited mili-
tary power.

Always cited as an expression of multilateralism, the hi-
ghest authority in the Bank is the Board of Governors involving
185 states. In reality, the most important resolutions are taken
by the 8 states that are the permanent members of the twenty-
four-member Board of Executive Directors.2  The rest of the na-
tions are grouped into 16 blocs and elect a representative every
two years to the Executive Board. As the major ‘shareholder,’
the United States government chooses which decisions require
a majority of 85% of the votes and it has a veto power. It also
indicates the President of the Bank. The Bank President com-
municates directly with the US Congress, the US secretaries of
the Treasury, State and Commerce, the directors of the Federal
Reserve Bank and the Export-Import Bank.

Despite the World Bank’s extraordinary capacity for persua-
sion and self-importance in the so-called area of international
cooperation, its role in the processes by which nations are for-
med has not yet been systematically analyzed or reflected upon.
Even when studies on nationalism mention international insti-
tutions, they rarely take into account the impact of their inter-
ventions. Bodies such as the World Bank have not normally
been associated with war and are even less to be found on lists
of nation-builders.

Nationalities Watch researchers are committed to investi-
gating the strict ties between international and national pro-
cesses. In the article, “The Meaning of Nationalism and Inter-
nationalism” (“Tensões Mundiais”, 2006:80-111), the authors
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show how the declaration of nationhood is directly related to
global economic integration and the spread of values conse-
crated in modernity. Such an understanding constitutes the point
of departure of this work.

The relationship between World Bank activities and the dy-
namics of international conflict is a theme rarely mentioned.
Modern social thought understands war as an irrational act
and fruit of particular interests; modern civilization has been
alone in promoting internationalism with its concern for pea-
ce, harmony and progress. According to Manuel Domingos
(2005:41), “modern man does not accept bloody confrontation
as a natural human occurrence and rejects it as an enabler of
civilization because war attacks its most deeply held convicti-
ons,” among which the hope of a better future. The World Bank
tries to justify itself by flying the flag of development with its
promise of a rational, harmonious and prosperous future. Ho-
wever, as this article argues, its role has been to complement
the military efforts of the very nation that most influences its
strategy, the United States.

Michael Mann (2006:113) argues that US foreign policy swin-
gs between unilateralism and multilateralism, this duality being
the source of its schizophrenia and dwindling position as world
leader. By becoming a militaristic empire, the hegemonic po-
wer has been turning its back on classic American values, with
their universal power of attraction. The sociologist thinks it in-
coherent that, in a world organized by nation-states, the US
tries to maintain its dominant position by not signing interna-
tional treaties or recognizing the jurisdiction of international
courts and the like.

My area of observation is Latin America. Challenging cur-
rent perceptions that Latin Americans imported nationalism
from Europe, Benedict Anderson (2005) emphasized the pre-
cociousness of nationalistic expression in the New World and
its republican tendencies. In the midst of the wars for inde-
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pendence, the Liberators’ patriotic pronouncements formed the
bases for the budding republics’ constitutions. The Liberators
also projected their expectations in regard to continental inte-
gration and friendly relations with the hegemonic centers of
power.3  Túlio Donghi (2005) queries the other, also common,
assertion that Latin America would have stayed at the mar-
gin of the incipient world system. This historian shows that
the violent incorporation of the subcontinent into capitalist
modernity was financed in large part by resources coming from
the American colonies.

The complexity and contradictions that characterized the rise
of nation-states in Latin America persists until today and ma-
nifests itself in the expressive displays of resistance to neoli-
beralism and globalization. The election of governments for-
mally committed to the recognition of the social rights of po-
pulations changes the perspective of the subcontinent’s inser-
tion in the world system. Searching for development alternati-
ves, facing large levels of debt to international creditors as well
as accentuated social inequalities, Latin Americans give a nod
to regional integration in opposition to US plans. How does the
World Bank figure into this process, given that for 60 years suc-
cessive missions have roamed the region offering financial and
technical assistance?

In international relations literature, it is common to use the
term ‘multilateralism’ to mean a system based on the formal
equality of sovereign nations which make up the international
community.4  The term is vague and yet involves complex noti-
ons such as ‘equality,’ ‘nation,’ ‘sovereignty,’ ‘international com-
munity,’ which, in turn, give rise to new discussions. Contro-
versies over multilateralism are not limited to its meaning: con-
cepts involve embedded conflicts of interests and, when these
orient political actors, they produce consequences.

One of the presuppositions in the creation of multilateral
organizations is the universal belief in the superiority of the
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civilized world in contrast to ancient or primitive societies, clas-
sified as poor, backward and traditional. This feeling of superi-
ority is reinforced by the fact that many of these societies arose
out of modern colonialism. According to Catherine Caufield
(1996:91), between 1954 and 1964, the number of states affili-
ated with the World Bank grew from 56 to 102. The majority of
them shared the condition of underdevelopment, according to
the guidelines of the Bank, which did not hesitate to assume a
‘civilizing mission’: to help to build modern nations via the
transfer of capital and technology.

Longing to attend to the needs of capitalism in an internati-

onal labour market, shaped more and more by immigrants
whose rights are violated, the World Bank took upon itself to
define the concept of poverty. Generally measured by ranking
nations hierarchically in terms of Gross National Product (a
ranking that also served to calculate the quotas of member

States), poverty as a concept has changed and is now recogni-
zed as having a relationship to human rights.5

The strategies issued by the Bank nourish expectations of a
better life among many national communities. Presently, this
body gives assistance to a population estimated at 4.8 billion

people, the majority of whom are unemployed, underemployed
or in the informal sector. The Bank (2005:57) emphasised:

Global integration in reality could be a powerful force in the reducti-

on of poverty and the empowering of the poor. Poor people have

fewer possibilities of being poor in a country that trades its goods,

services and ideas with the rest of the world.

Fighting poverty became a symbolic goal in remote corners
of the world as well as in institutions of academic excellence
and it conferred a legitimacy that military force alone could
not guarantee.
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2 THE DEFEAT OF THE US IN
VIETNAM AND THE FIGHT AGAINST POVERTY.

The IBRD was founded before the end of the Second World
War, at United Nations Financial and Monetary Conference
(1944). From the beginning, the United States exercised un-
contested dominion over the direction of the entity. The Bret-
ton Woods Agreement, ratified in 1945, established the gold-
dollar standard and benefited the interests of the new hege-
monic power: access to the raw materials of the European
colonies, free trade for its products and facility to invest in
foreign economies. It fell to the US government to nominate
the IBRD president.6

The Bank’s investments were destined above all to finance
the reconstruction and development of Europe devastated by
the War.7  In the following years, the explosion of national libe-
ration movements in Asia and Africa, which had an ally in the
Soviet Union, modified the Bank’s relationship with the former
colonies, which until then had been assisted directly by the
metropolitan countries. The Cold War polarized the internatio-
nal community; in any case, the signed pacts within both blocs
had more to do with national interests than ideology.8  Because
only the free (non-communist) world was formed by sovereign
states, about 100 nations needed protection against the com-
munist onslaught and help in order to develop. Under the lea-
dership of the United States and with its military and economic
support, multilateral organizations came to fill this role that
was crucial to the maintenance and expansion of capitalism.
In 1949, the IBRD sent help to friendly Latin American nations:
Chile, México, Brazil and Colombia.

One of the most violent conflicts between nationalist forces
and colonials was fought in Indochina, occupied by France. At
the Geneva conference (1954) agreements were signed consti-
tuting the independent nations of Cambodia, Laos and Viet-
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nam, a country whose political unification depended upon elec-
tions supervised by an international commission. Because of
the predominance of Ho Chi Minh’s forces, the USA did not sign
the agreements and, in a unilateral declaration, repeated its
proposal to defend the region from Sino-Soviet aggression. In
this way, the South-East Asia Treaty Organization (SEATO)
(1954) and the Republic of Vietnam (1955) were born. The US
military intervention unleashed a bloody conflict that moved
international public opinion and that only ended in 1973

In that same year, Robert McNamara, the major strategist
of the war and Secretary of Defence in the Kennedy and Johnson
administrations, proclaimed before the IBRD and IMF Boards
of Directors, meeting in Nairobi,  a war on poverty. For McNa-
mara poverty threatened the new international economic or-
der.9   The idea that the security of a country depended upon its
development, which he expressed in The Essence of Security
(1968:186), became the ruling mission of the multilateral or-
ganizations together with their member governments, especi-
ally in South East Asia and Latin America, destabilized by suc-
cessive armed rebellions and military take-overs.  At the time,
the security-development binomial entered into the discourse
of Latin American generals involved in political repression.

The defeat in Vietnam was not only military but, above all,
political and moral; it had a great impact on US society, which
had mobilized for peace and civil rights and against military
recruitment. It was against the background of a war that was
lost not so much on the battlefield as at home that McNamara
(Ibid:13) meditated:

...security does not lie uniquely, or even primarily, in military force

but, equally, in the development of stable patterns of economic and

political growth as much in our country as in the developing nations

in the rest of the world.
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The strategist announced the urgency to eradicate poverty
and its corollaries -hunger, illiteracy, sickness, despair, violen-
ce – having the collective defence of the free world in mind.
According to McNamara (Ibid:150), the plague of poverty is as
serious in underdeveloped nations as it is in the midst of pros-
perity: “poverty in the United States is not immediately obvious
to the world because abundance, unbelievable abundance, is
what is most evident.” Only a guided modernization process
would be able to avoid the social tensions and political insta-
bility engendered by poverty. Regarding Latin America, natio-
nal development would require productive infrastructural pro-
jects (dams, roads, energy) and specific projects for upgrading
the labour force (housing, health, education) besides a broad
and deep ideological campaign for the purpose of sharing beli-
efs and the principles that characterize the transition from tra-
ditional to modern society.

McNamara put these proposals into practice during his pe-
riod of administration (1968-1981). The World Bank furnished
huge loans for modernization. What distinguished McNamara’s
Bank from previous administrations were its programmes for
poor rural smallholders as well as programmes for the urban
poor. Both groups were considered potentially revolutionaries
in the perspective of the national security doctrine.10  Hurt by
the victory of the Vietnamese peasant militia, the United Sta-
tes worried about containing social tensions in the countrysi-
de, the desired objective of the Bank’s rural development pro-
gramme. This demonstrated the strong link between US mili-
tary strategies and the policies of that multilateral agency.

Rosemary Galli (1981) discusses the World Bank’s integra-
ted rural development policy introduced in the ‘Third World’ in
alliance with governments and national elites in order to ma-
intain social order. In the mid-1970s, the Bank conceived of
rural development as the ‘application of productive and mana-
gement technologies’ along with provisions of social infras-
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tructure. In this optic, smallholders who received new techni-
ques and technologies as well as schools, health posts and
roads would not only increase their incomes but would feel
pacified; that is, they would no longer rebel against the institu-
tions and structures that limited their chances of a better life.
Galli concluded from case studies of rural development pro-
grammes in Tanzania, Colombia, Mexico and Bangladesh that
rural struggles continued in spite of the Bank’s deliberate stra-
tegy to ignore the issues of politics and social inequities.

Up until then, the notion that poor people neither benefited
from development nor contributed to its accomplishment was
predominant in the thinking of international officials and ‘First
World’ academics who had promoted the rural capitalist ex-
pansion euphemistically known as the green revolution. This
was revealed in the Bank’s earliest intervention in Colombia,
the oldest South American constitutional democracy, where a
bloody civil war has been occurring for more than five decades.

In 1950, Lauchlin Currie, an economic adviser to Presidents
Roosevelt and Truman, led a mission to Colombia, which re-
commended encouraging the migration of small producers and
the formation of a ‘modern’ agriculture. It also favoured the ex-
pansion of the cattle-raising sector in order to supply the US
market. In Currie’s eyes, the major impediment to the country’s
growth was the excessive number of peasants. Making them
more efficient and productive would only worsen the situation
because there were just too many. For Currie (1968), the means
of reducing population numbers was to attract or expel people
towards cities, not in accordance with natural economic laws,
but as a result of a shock. War was just one such shock and
could accelerate demographic mobility. Such premises guided
successive Colombian governments until the mid-1970s. One of
the best World Bank clients, it was the first Latin American country
to institute the Bank’s integrated rural development policy but
its social problems did not diminish and the civil war continued.
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In the case of Brazil, the relationship of the IBRD with the
generals who governed from 1964 until 1985 shows how it is
possible to harmonize the activities of a multilateral body with
a strong patriotic discourse. The intimacy between the Bank
and the military government came from a common obsession
with a development model linked to international capital. Ima-
gining themselves better able to fight underdevelopment than
civilian governments with their clientelistic tendencies, the ge-
nerals dedicated themselves to building a great power by re-
moving all obstacles to their modernizing mission. At the same
time as they arrested, tortured and killed opposition leaders,
the Brazilian generals followed World Bank formulas and coun-
ted on its ‘aid’ for numerous initiatives designed to integrate
rural workers into the market and extend social security bene-
fits to their families. This strategy resulted from the necessity
to contain the growth of the armed struggle in the interior of
the country. The military pushed the creation of planning bodi-
es and the extension of infrastructure that permitted the expan-
sion of productive activities and the opening of the Amazon, an
area already considered of national strategic interest and a tar-
get of great powers ambition.

World Bank intervention in the conception, management and
finance of public policies, above all, in technological matters
relevant to the energy, aviation and telecommunication sec-
tors, fueled internal tensions within the Armed Forces (Flynn,
1978). The nationalist faction was unhappy with foreign inter-
ference and the government’s persistent disregard for income
distribution and regional problems. In the Northeast, after ye-
ars of state intervention monitored by World Bank experts, a
prolonged drought revealed the fragility of the measures intro-
duced to modernize agriculture in this semi-arid region, inclu-
ding export policies, subsidized credit, irrigation projects, land
reform and incentives for agro-industrial sector. Hoping to re-
solve the social crisis, the Bank redefined basic concepts and
the methodologies for state action.
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The military dictatorship’s accomplishments supporting the
transformation of Brazil into a Great Power (Brazil Great Po-
wer Project) changed the country’s profile, making it more in-
tegrated, industrial and urban. These adjustments were driven
by the intense propaganda of the new mass media and by lar-
ge-scale World Bank assistance for educational, cultural, sci-
entific and technological policies. Even though Brazilian de-
pendency grew, there was no denying the Bank’s contribution
toward the consolidation of nationalist sentiment and the affir-
mation of the Brazilian State.

Ernest Gellner (1988:39-42) holds that nationalism has its
roots in a social structure characterized by a complex and ever-
changing division of labour. In such a society, the best way to
effect mass social control is to promise perpetual growth. So-
mething extraordinary succeeded in engendering an expectati-
on so large and uncommon: the idea of a unitary world with
infinite possibilities of progress associated with the vision of a
society dependent upon cognitive and material development
whose productive system is always developing and where so-
cial mobility is possible and equality is the essential illusion.

Multilateral institutions disseminate this notion of progress
as a universal norm, above all, to states born out of the anti-
colonial struggle in the post-war period and eager to affirm
themselves in the international community. According to these
masters of illusion, nationalism is a stage of socio-economic
growth, which is necessary for any society that wants to make
its way into the modern world. Tom Nairn (1975:14) recalls the
fascination of the colonized with the developmentalist ideolo-
gy of the colonizer. Developmentalism transforms nationalism
into a kind of universal pattern of social and political organiza-
tion. The natural tie between nationalism and development,
the national-developmentalism, constitutes obligatory response
to the material dilemma, which in the words of this Scottish
nationalist, is the “the crudest dilemma of modern history. That
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is ‘underdevelopment’, the fact of not having and the aware-
ness of this intolerable absence”.

3 THE END OF THE COLD WAR
AND THE POLICIES TO COMPENSATE THE POOR

Once the contest between the two great powers had gone
cold, with the fall of the Berlin Wall (1989) and the fragmenta-
tion of the USSR (1991), dozens of small Eastern European and
Eurasian countries joined the IBRD and the IMF. The US
consolidated its power and the international financial institu-
tions were strengthened to the detriment of the UN’s potential
capacity for global coordination.

Despite being formally designated a specialized UN agency,
the World Bank maintains only a symbolic tie to the United
Nations and acts autonomously. Its leadership among the agen-
cies of so-called international cooperation is the result of a fi-
erce competition with the UN for the management of the global
political economy. Financial resources, economic intimidation,
political reprisal and secret negotiations are all decisive ele-
ments of Bank strategy to expand its ideas and activities. The
institution tries at all costs to affirm itself as “the arbitrar of
development issues,” according to Nicolas Guilhot (2000:20).

With the change of course of US foreign policy undertaken
by Ronald Reagan (1981-1989), the World Bank embraced neo-
liberal dogma and adopted free enterprise as its prime resource
for the solution of national problems.11  Until then, States were
considered the principal promoters of development as well as
being large borrowers of World Bank loans for investment in
infrastructure. Weakened by external debt crises and beholden
to new foreign investments, States became a ready target for
multilateral normative policy instruments that were more effi-
cacious in attending to the needs of an ever-growing internati-
onalization of production.
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Alejandra Corbalán (2002) captures the World Bank’s mis-
sion in the process of capitalist restructuring in a few words:
disciplining national bureaucrats. The Argentine sociologist
examined the case of Argentina. He highlights the combination
of persuasive and coercive practices that Bank technocrats used
during the process of State reform to “mitigate the excessive
nationalism” of state functionaries so that they would not stand
in the way of international agreements.12

The Washington Consensus (1989), which guided the re-
structuring of Latin American states, followed the dictates of
the US treasury and the multilateral institutions. It was premi-
sed upon the neo-liberal dictate that only the market can regu-
late the relations between capital and labour. The fact was that
free enterprise benefited the high-technology sectors of the US
economy subsidized by the government and, for the most part,
integral to the military-industrial complex. World Bank strate-
gies such as the Structural Adjustment Programme and the
Market-Assisted Land Reform Programme gained importance.
They were concerned with limiting State presence in economi-
es. At the same time, they were dressed up as apparently de-
mocratic and participative initiatives but were dictated from
above and from the outside.  

Bank strategies were specially directed to the literate and to
so-called opinion leaders who had been outstanding in the na-
tion-building process. In the Latin American case, the end of
military dictatorship at the same time as the beginning of struc-
tural reforms stirred up anti-state feeling among segments of
the bourgeoisie and intellectuals. For its part, the Bank propo-
sed measures to bring major benefits to the private sector;
among these measures was the enlargement of the ‘investment
portfolio’ of the International Financial Corporation and the cre-
ation of the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (1988).
In the Bank, a new generation of economists of the Chicago
School with neo-liberal propositions, quantitative models and
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market terminology assumed importance.
Moreover, resuming the non-governmental organizational-

type it had initiated at the end of the 1970s, the World Bank
expanded funds dedicated to “small projects.” It also elabora-
ted in-house manuals to stimulate cooperation between Bank
officers and civil society and contracted “civil society experts.”
In documents and official meetings, Bank officials emphasized
the similarity of the roles (global modernizing agents), values
(participation, transparency, and governance), objectives (sus-
tainable development, the fight against poverty) and technical
skills (engaged professionals) between these civil society or-
ganizations and the World Bank.13  

Equally important for its efforts to involve large sections of
society in the anticipated State reform was the progressive in-
clusion of such themes as citizenship, racial discrimination and
gender, land reform and the environment in its political agen-
da, as well as the establishment of the Independent Inspection
Panel (1993). This IBRD entity was charged with checking
operational loan problems, thus demonstrating the Bank’s
transparency.

However, the most efficient Bank policy instrument for in-
troducing profound macroeconomic change was the Structural
Adjustment Programme implemented in the 1990s. The packa-
ge of liberalization, ‘flexibilization’ and privatization measures
aimed at guaranteeing the debt payment by restricting fiscal
expenditures and by reducing constitutional entitlements. Many
social conquests obtained in decades of struggle began to co-
llapse. Employment stability, collective wage bargaining, uni-
on participation in businesses, to cite a few examples, clashed
with restructuring of the productive process, which required
undermining social rights inscribed in law. As a result, the al-
ready precarious life situations of large population segments
worsened in countries as diverse as Argentina, Brazil, Korea,
Ecuador, Indonesia, Mexico, Russia and Thailand.
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Not for nothing, the World Development Report of 1990 was
dedicated to poverty. In its analysis of the global conjuncture,
the World Bank contrasted the idea of the lost decade (the 1980s)
to a new age of promise (the 1990s).  In order to validate its
strategic proposals, it classified countries on the basis of the
per capita GNP into low, medium and high economies and
mapped the major concentrations of poor people: Sub-Saharan
Africa, South Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean. Armed
with the authority of an obligatory reference point for govern-
ments and academics, the IBRD (1990:3) offered a recipe for
growth, the principal ingredient of which was “the productive
use of the capital that poor people have most: their labour.” In
order for this to happen, market incentives, political and insti-
tutions, infrastructure and technology must be adapted to fight
against poverty.”  The success of this undertaking, “the reduc-
tion of poverty from 33% to 18%,” would depend not only on aid
from industrialized countries and international bodies but, above
all, of the willingness of governments receiving aid to follow
Bank prescriptions (Ibid:4): “In the fight against poverty, well
planned public expenditures targeted at well-defined benefici-
aries can be very important.”

 Poverty was no longer linked to redistribution issues or
employment generation but to a deficiency, above all, of en-
trepreneurial spirit, rational procedures and labour producti-
vity. In order to compensate for a lack of access to essential
goods, the poor needed to work more efficiently rather than
expecting the State to broaden or better public services. Free
services for all citizens, the characteristic of the Welfare State
and now understood as only assistentialism, was to be repla-
ced by targeted or affirmative action policies. The gradual as-
similation into the World Bank of professionals from civil so-
ciety organizations reinforced this stance. In the optic of these
critics of the State, the failure of Bank-financed projects should
be attribute to the persistence of clientelism, corruption, and
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influence peddling within national governments. In so-called
poor countries, the statist and corporatist practices of the past
predominated.

Access to international credits was made conditional upon
the adoption of standards of governance, understood as “the
capacity of national authorities to reduce their countries’ exter-
nal debt to manageable levels and to reform public institutions
to make them efficient.” The Bank and IMF would give rulers
technical assistance in the sense of help in monitoring macro-
economic policies, including budget transparency, in managing
public resources effectively and in fine tuning economic and
environmental stability to private sector activity.14  Keeping in
mind these agencies’ rigorous control over Latin America, in
the so-called age of promise, the US’s strict military control
was limited to extreme cases of disobedience to the new inter-
national order such as that which occurred in El Salvador, Gua-
temala, Nicaragua and Panama. These countries were subjec-
ted to bloody interventions in order to restore democracy after
brief interludes of popular government and social reform.

In the matter of governance, the experience of Argentina is
illuminating, as it was elevated to the level of a model nation
by the multilateral agencies during the Menem regime. The
structural reforms initiated in President Carlos Menem’s two
terms (1989—1999) delineated a new form of economy and
state in an attempt to reconcile neo-liberal prescriptions with
an appeal to nationalist sentiments. This endeavour rested on
two pillars: monetary stability and the personalization of po-
litical power inspired by the Peronist tradition. Executive rule
weakened the other branches of government and such other
influential national entities as the trade unions and the Ar-
med Forces. Today, the only nation where World Bank agree-
ments do not dependent upon congressional approval is Ar-
gentina. Its integration into the global market through an un-
precedented alignment with the United States resulted in sa-
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crifices and the increase in poverty for the majority of people,
which culminated in the December 2001 crisis whose magni-
tude can be measured by the rise and fall of five presidents in
less than 15 days.

In order to diminish the negative impact of structural ad-
justment measures on the most vulnerable populations in de-
veloping nations, the World Bank recommended so-called com-
pensatory or complementary policies. Investments in educati-
on, health, sanitation, nutrition, rural development aimed at
protecting the poor and alleviating the tensions due to the res-
triction of public expenditure in social areas in the period of
economic adjustment (IBRD, 1988).

The objective and coverage of the Market-Assisted Land
Reform Programme, begun in 1995, exemplified the type of help
proposed. It was designed to propagate neo-liberal principles
to the vast world of rural workers and to engender expectati-
ons for poverty reduction and rural pacification. The market
was to resolve problems resulting from land concentration inhe-
rited in large part from the colonial period. Free bargaining in
the buying and selling of latifundios, without State interference
and the pressure of social movements, would secure the right
of private property, resolve the chaotic agrarian scene, expand
the supply of land, and inhibit paternalism, the bureaucracy
and lethargy of government bodies. In brief, World Bank policy
was described as modern and its opponents as traditional.15

The notion of private property was to be introduced throu-
gh the subdivision of land into individual plots, in areas whe-
re there has been a complex tenure system and communal
management of land, water and forests. These systems are
inseparable from the logic of peasant production and indige-
nous traditions and have been recognized by the 1957 UN
Convention on Indigenous Peoples Rights. The order upheld
by market forces, is considered unjust by rural poor peoples;
it threatened their habits, beliefs and values established long
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ago. Uprooted from their birthplaces and without other forms
of livelihood, they have organized to occupy lands, demand
the return of the agrarian question on the political agenda,
unify national struggles and establish an international resis-
tance network, Via Campesina, one of whose principal priori-
ties is food sovereignty. 16

In their battle against the unilateral opening of agriculture
to the global market and the privatization of public farm servi-
ce agencies, peasants challenged those who wanted to see the
State discharged from its constitutional obligations. The rural
labourer, who until a few decades ago had been illiterate and
had little knowledge of his/her country, now demanded equal
rights, recognized symbols of nationality, and finally unders-
tood him/herself as a member of the community of sentiments
that characterized the nation. In this process of adherence as
well as confrontation, the World Bank has been a decisive ac-
tor. To be precise, the World Bank has always been directly or
indirectly involved in modernizing rural initiatives: innumera-
ble principles, concepts and procedures have been literally ex-
tracted from this institution’s prescriptions. Both its efforts to
transform the rural world profoundly and the grass-roots reac-
tions to these changes have been part of the processes of the
materialization and consolidation of nationalities.

The experience of national community formation has defi-
ned an ambiguous role for rural societies. Even though they
have been systematically treated as resisters to modernity, ru-
ral cultures formed an indispensable element in the clichés sur-
rounding nationalistic declarations. Artists and intellectuals of
different literary styles, political attitudes and epochs have sung
the praises of a national character based upon an idealized ru-
ral life.  With its sights on the future, the nation has been rooted
in ancient traditions, values and customs. This led to the rural
type being seen as an authentic guardian of the original cha-
racteristics of a people. At the same time as the countryside
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has been disparaged, urban industrial society has needed it not
only as a cultural reference but also a source of goods and ser-
vices. The rural world provided food, raw materials, workers
and soldiers that guaranteed the security of cities and the ins-
truments of State force.

Born in Australia, James Wolfensohn became a naturalized
US citizen and Wall Street investor before he became World Bank
president. In the first years of his long term of office (1995-
2005), the Bank contracted universities and non-governmental
organizations to redefine the concept of poverty from a multi-
disciplinary perspective. The study, Voices of the Poor (IBRD,
2000), resulting from research undertaken in 23 countries, “sho-
ws the poor as active agents in their own lives but not able to
influence the economic and social factors that determine their
well being.” In the jargon of reports and studies on the topic it
was necessary to empower the poor, a new expression that
signified delegating power.

Neither the predictable failure of the compensatory policies
to reduce poverty nor the criticisms of diverse sectors of public
opinion (including former Bank directors, rulers, intellectuals,
journalists, trades union leaders, popular leaders, and human
rights activists) had affected the Bank’s developmentalist im-
petus. Until, that is, the US Congress reacted in 1998 to the
continuing international financial institutions’ requests for
additional funds and nominated a congressional commission
to evaluate their performances considered “costly, slow, unsa-
tisfactory and intrusive.”

The mandate of the enquiry undertaken by the Meltzer Com-
mission seems to have been to restrict the multilateral agenci-
es’ autonomy in relation to the hegemonic power. The final re-
port gave notice that “global economic growth, political stabi-
lity and poverty alleviation were in the national interest of the
United States of America.”17   Under the presidency of Allan
Meltzer, professor of political economy, and under the supervi-
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sion of the Treasury Department, the commission questioned
the “adequacy and effectiveness” of these institutions, citing
the gap between promise and accomplishment, and came to
ponder even the elimination of  one or more of them and their
merger  into one institution. By a majority vote, the congress-
men chose to reform them in order to eliminate conflicts, to
avoid overlapping, and to return to specific functions as a way
of increasing transparency. The principal measures approved
were: the canceling of debt for “highly indebted poor countries”
that followed IBRD and regional development bank strategies
and the elimination of the IMF practice of long-term loans for
poverty reduction.

4 THE ATTACK ON THE WORLD TRADE
CENTRE AND A “WORLD FREE OF POVERTY ”

Following the US Congress, the multilateral agencies pres-
sed for a debate on poverty in the twenty-first century. As the
World Bank (2000) warned: “global poverty could adversely
affect the richest nations, seeing that markets and investment
opportunities are shrinking and people are migrating in search
for work and income.” According to Bank estimates, there were
1.1 billion poor people living on less than one dollar a day and
175 million migrants, many illegal, that developed countries
were having difficulty assimilating.

In order to multiply “opportunities” and to decrease “chal-
lenges” to the global economy, the UN (2000) and the IBRD
(2000) renewed proposals for development to “go beyond eco-
nomic growth” and include social goals. The first and more
important of these was the reduction by half of poverty and
hunger by 2015,  followed by the improvement of education
and health, the promotion of “environmental sustainability,”
international partnership to guarantee a “just financial system,”
the “cancellation of debt,” and the cooperation of the private
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sector, especially in the areas of information technology and
telecommunications. In World Bank headquarters in Washing-
ton, a giant poster announced the institution’s current motto:
our dream is to work for a world free of poverty. According to
the economist Jeffrey Sachs, director of the UN Millennium Pro-
ject and Harvard University professor, it would be possible to
end extreme poverty in the world in two decades if there were
major investment in “external aid” and “if the poor countries
were taught how to use donated money.”18

While the international community got caught up in these
kinds of declarations, the imperialist power followed a War
against Terror strategy, formulated after the attack of Septem-
ber 11. William Cohen, Defense Secretary under Bill Clinton
(1993-2001), stated that the United States was engaged in the
“unilateral use” of military power in defence of its vital interes-
ts, including the “guarantee of unlimited access to essential
markets, energy sources and strategic resources” and all else
Washington decided was within its “domestic jurisdiction.”19

The justification for invading outlaw nations when necessary
to maintain US hegemony is found in the Project for the New
American Century’s study entitled Rebuilding America’s Defen-
ses, elaborated by this institute and published in the 2000 elec-
tions by the candidate George W. Bush. One of his mentors,
Paul Wolfowitz, later became president of the World Bank.

Preventative war, under the guise of liberating the Afghan
people from the Taliban, caused thousands of victims and di-
sorganized social and economic life. An International Aid Mis-
sion was established within the country and the World Bank
began to coordinate the activities of “postwar reconstructi-
on.” It had the task to establish appropriate institutional con-
ditions that would stimulate “citizens’ belief in the national
State and in the benefits of a formal and entirely legal eco-
nomy.” The same objective was found in the agreement sig-
ned by the multilateral bodies and the Islamic Republic of
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Afghanistan, whose leaders had been elected during military
occupation.20  At the time of the Iraq invasion, despite protes-
ts from every continent and the UN Security Council, the World
Bank adopted similar procedures for the construction of a free
and democratic Iraqi State.

“Fighting terrorism” joined the concern to “fight poverty,”
according to what can be verified in the actions undertaken not
only by the multilateral agencies but also the USA. In March
2002, the Bush government proclaimed its development aid
programme. The Millennium Challenge Fund contained funds
for only those States that committed themselves to governabi-
lity, the free market, education and health. Expectations that
national development project would decrease the number of
the poor and provide security having been frustrated, the World
Bank adopted another focus. It concentrated its efforts on era-
dicating global poverty that had motivated the migration of 3%
of the world population. The intensity of migration flows to the
central areas of capitalism provided the opportunity for stricter
regulation of the international labour market and the classifi-
cation of millions of people as illegal and incapable of provi-
ding for themselves fueled ethnic, racial and religious riots.

The linking of poor people, immigrants and terrorists was
accentuated during the Wolfowitz administration of the World
Bank (2005-2007). The former executive officer of the multina-
tional corporations, Halliburton and Hasbro, held positions in
two Republican administrations. In the Reagan years, he was
Ambassador to Indonesia and maintained good relations with
Suharto, the dictator accused of human rights violations in this
country and in East Timor. During the 1990s, as co-director of
the US-Indonesia Society, he brokered deals between this country
and petroleum, mineral, pharmaceutical and financial services
companies. In Bush’s first administration, Wolfowitz was Un-
der- Secretary of Defence.
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His nomination as Bank president represented the domi-
nance within the Bank of so-called neo-conservatism.21  In
Colossus, the Price of the American Empire, Niall Ferguson
(2004) argued for the legitimacy of military intervention to
“bring down tyrants.” According to the young English advisor
of Bush junior, the wars in Afghanistan and in Iraq were a
clarion call for nations, especially those of the old Europe, who
would challenge the imperial power, and those of the Middle
East who came to have the example of the democratic regi-
mes installed by the United States after liberating the people
of those two countries. Only political regimes that conformed
to the Anglo-American model of democracy would survive:
either nations accepted multilateral and bilateral aid peace-
fully or they would be criminalized as rogue states.

Almost twenty years ago, the consequences of multilateral
aid to developing countries had been plainly evident and in the
public dominion. According to The Economist, the fifteen most
indebted nations (ten of which were Latin American) transfer-
red more funds to the World Bank through interest payments
than they received in the form of new loans.22  A publication of
the non-governmental organization, Friends of the Earth (Hit-
tle, 1993) showed that, while the G-7 donor nations had con-
tributed only 46.5% of World Bank  resources available for be-
neficiary countries, they garnered for themselves 53% of Bank
resources in the form of consultancy contracts and equipment
purchases. Nonetheless, globalization only began to be criti-
cally debated after the World Trade Center attack, when the
Empire’s vulnerability to extremist actions was revealed.

In his book, Globalization and its Discontents (2002), Jose-
ph Stiglitz, former head of the Council of Economic Advisers
under Bill Clinton and former Vice President of the World Bank
(1997-2000), related his experiences as a highly placed civil
servant of the greatest military power. For him, the US Treasury
Department overlooked essential information regarding the
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Asian and Latin American financial crises. The criticisms he
made about the “mistaken” way that the multilateral instituti-
ons conducted globalization, rendering the rich even richer and
the poor “even poorer and angry” were focused on the IMF-im-
posed precepts, based on the “obsolete assumption” that ma-
rkets are efficient and on the World Trade Organization (WTO)
in which the predominance of industrial nations’ interests put
developing nations’ agricultural exports at a disadvantage.

As far as the World Bank was concerned, the current profes-
sor of Columbia University felt that, in contrast to the WTO and
IMF, this institution was dedicated to research and debates that
were “free from interests and impositions.” According to him,
the Bank felt it important to listen to poor people, and engaged
in “knowing a nation and loving it.” Stiglitz (2002:264) conclu-
ded that “within the World Bank there is a serious attempt to
maintain its promise to ‘bring a nation with problems under
control’ via its programmes in various countries.”

The IBRD (2003) offered its own version of the impact of
globalization. Elaborated under the direction of its chief econo-
mist, Nicholas Stern,  the text assumed that economic integra-
tion was “inevitable” and, supported by comparative studies
and statistics, it sketched the measures taken by ‘successful’
and ‘failed’ States. In the first instance, China, India and Mexi-
co were cited the most while Afghanistan and Congo represen-
ted the latter. The selection of these two countries as examples
of failure strengthened the argument that terrorism and civil
war present enormous challenges to policy coordination in the
international sphere.

In response to its critics that globalization generates im-
poverishment and “cultural standardization,” the Bank
(2003:37) admitted that there were “winners” and “losers,”
but it exalted the benefits of globalization and adopted an
approach “diametrically opposed to nationalism, protectio-
nism and pre-industrial romanticism.”  Access to markets,
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direct foreign investment, education, health and social welfa-
re services, increases in foreign aid, debt pardon and environ-
mental regulation were the suggested formulas for promoting
“a world economy that includes all” and mitigating the risks
of a “retreat to nationalism.” 23

The nationalism referred to by the World Bank involved the
stage of economic growth, typical of the inter-wars, in which
the predominant policies were: protectionist policies including
tariffs and tariff barriers, agricultural subsidies, goods and ser-
vices monopolies, the strengthening of savings and domestic
markets; controls over borders, population movements, know-
ledge and natural resources; corporatist labour laws; authori-
tarian political regimes that were corrupt and responsive to
elite demands; traditional values, xenophobic ideologies; and
finally measures that tended to isolate the society. Exaggera-
ted nationalism, in the Bank’s view was particularly prejudici-
al for poor countries because it impeded the flow of the econo-
mic, social, cultural, political and technological forces that
transcended national boundaries.

The outcome of World Bank ideas and actions was not as
expected: its competency and legitimacy continued to be put to
the test. In the first few years of the XXI century, protests against
the institution occurred in numerous cities at the same time as
the usually tranquil annual joint assemblies of the Bank and
IMF and they were featured in the elite press. Editorials, journa-
list reports and essays expressing reservations on the Structu-
ral Adjustment policies became common. During the activities
of the World Social Forum, one of the preferred themes debated
was neo-liberal globalization spread by the multilateral agen-
cies. The agencies were the object of studies, mobilizations,
boycotts, congressional lobbies and educational campaigns
carried out by civil society networks. 24  The World Bank adop-
ted a conciliatory position in the face of this dissent: it modifi-
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ed its language, improved the process of project elaboration,
opened its archives to the public, unlocked channels for popu-
lar participation, pressed forward complaints about irregulari-
ties, and publicized its actions. Even so, it persisted with plans
to attract direct foreign investment and guarantee its security
for the purpose of reconstructing and developing nations des-
troyed by conflict and catastrophe.

Hoping to project the image of an institution working direc-
tly with poor people, the World Bank organized a broad publi-
city campaign. The Public Information Services, created in 2003,
managed access to documents and official statistics and tried
to handle the flow of information to media professionals.  The
Services’ home page made videos available on projects that
had success in reducing poverty in several countries.  Much of
the narration contained the same words and expressions writ-
ten in the web site texts. Some recurring themes (‘mission,’
‘fight,’ ‘aid,’ ‘grant’) have a strong religious appeal and come
from military traditions. Through a developmentalist discour-
se, the Bank tried to strengthen its contacts with highly signi-
ficant social actors in nation-building. According to the Bank,
development “requires correct economic and financial policies.
However, it also needs to give people a voice, to build roads,
make laws, recognize women, educate girls, get rid of corrup-
tion, protect the environment and inoculate children—and much
much more.”25

Another Bank tactic initiated for the purpose of influencing
opinion leaders in Latin American societies was the publicati-
on of the series Development for All. These short and educatio-
nal texts on key topics in the multilateral agenda came to be
distributed as inserts in major South American newspapers,
above all in Colombia and Argentina. The pamphlet, Globali-
zation and Poverty (IBRD, 2005) reinforced what the Bank cal-
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led “the battlegrounds against poverty:” world trade, foreign
investment, foreign aid, international migration and global pu-
blic goods. The ‘goods’—peace, stability, science and techno-
logy—were considered indispensable for the security of the in-
ternational community and, therefore, demanded rigid norms
and special management from the multilateral agencies.

 “Disappointed” with the increase in Latin American pover-
ty—between 1981 and 2001, the number of poor had leapt from
36 million to 50 million—which it attributed to historical rea-
sons and the “inability” of population groups to generate inco-
me over the long term, the World Bank (2006) suggested the
adoption of “pro-poor policies,” such as for example the Brazi-
lian School Scholarship (Bolsa Escola), the Mexican Opportu-
nities (Oportunidades) and the Colombian Families in Action
(Famílias em ação) which would alleviate social inequality
without changing the economic structure. Although these poli-
cies benefited some poor people, the problem of poverty persis-
ted. The poor are neither marginalized nor excluded as the Bank
usually sustains in reports, in the literature and in the press. In
order to understand who the poor are and how they became
poor, we have necessarily to analyse poverty in its intrinsic
connection with the production of wealth.

Judging by the title of the document, Where is the Wealth of
Nations? Measuring capital in the twenty-first century (IBRD,
2006), financed by the Swedish government and directed to-
ward public policy decision makers, one would have thought
that it would have contemplated this relationship. But its pur-
pose was to estimate total wealth—“produced, natural and in-
tangible (human and institutional)”—of the 120 low-income
countries in the year 2000 in order to produce a baseline mea-
sure from which it would be possible to assess changes in a
nation’s level and composition of wealth, a key indicator of the
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sustainability of the development process. The notions upon
which the exercise was based were that development was a
“process of administering assets” and that it could be accom-
plished by way of an “improved approach” to capital and a
“broader perspective” of development. The document (2006:XIX)
concluded that “investments in produced capital, human capi-
tal, and governance, combined with savings efforts aimed at
offsetting the depletion of natural resources, can lead to future
welfare increases in developing countries.”

In fact, what the study tried to underscore was the decisive
position of natural resource capital in a process of sustainable
development in poor nations, given that in rich ones the central
element was intangible capital: labour skills and institutional
capacity. Because developing nations did not possess suffici-
ent human and institutional capacity to manage their environ-
ment in a sustainable way, their governments needed to be
pragmatic and turn to international experience. The World Bank’s
policy recommendations were rooted in a single formula based
principally upon productivity increases through the intensive
use of labour-saving technologies and the private appropriati-
on of the common good, whether public or communal, such as
forests, rivers, land or minerals.

Even though the Bank’s involvement in environmental ques-
tions was not something new, its interest in the exploration of
the Guarani Aquifer, the third largest reservoir of potable water
in the world, located in the territories of Argentina, Brazil, Pa-
raguay and Uruguay, aroused attention. Discovered by Brazili-
an researchers in the 1930s, the universities of the four Merco-
sul countries elaborated the Project for the Environmental Pro-
tection and the Sustainable Development of the Guarani Aqui-
fer System barely sixty-four years later. From 2000, because of
an alleged lack of public resources to finance studies and exe-
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cute the Project, the four governments were under pressure to
involve a host of bilateral and multilateral agencies. Numerous
organizations were ready to give technical-administrative as-
sistance, including UNESCO, the International Hydrological Pro-
gram, the Organization of American States, the International
Atomic Energy Agency, the World Wildlife Fund, the German
Geological Service and the Netherlands Bank Water Program-
me.26  The monies were to come from the Global Environmen-
tal Facility, a consortium jointly managed by the World Bank,
the United Nations Development Fund and the United Nations
Agency for the Environment.

The variety of interests at play and the determination to
turn potable water into a commodity makes one believe that
US denunciations in 2005 of terrorist cells on the tri-country
border, a vital zone for the Guarani Aquifer System, were di-
rectly related to the strategic importance of the subcontinent’s
natural resources, not simply for the South Americans but also
for the great powers and corporations. According to the Inter-
national and Environmental Law Unit of the IBRD, socio-envi-
ronmental norms needed to be adapted to the requirements of
private investors with preference given to the energy sector.
The construction of the Cellulose factory on the banks of the
Uruguay River, on the Argentine—Uruguay border, should be
seen in this context. The multinational project has been cau-
sing conflicts between the two countries. Argentina had been
against the project, which in October 2006 received World
Bank approval and whose financing came from Spanish and
Finnish companies.

A beneficiary of the heightening of tensions in South Ameri-
ca—one  of the most biodiverse regions of the planet with a
huge energy potential—is the United States, which always oppo-
sed regional initiatives for broadening and deepening continental
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integration.  These initiatives have had as one of their promo-
ters a principal political adversary, the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela, the world’s fifth petroleum producer with 82% of the
subcontinent’s oil reserves.27  Armed with the Preemptive Atta-
ck doctrine, the Bush administration confronted assumed nati-
onal and continental security threats. In order to maintain its
hegemony, the US did not hesitate to place countries into the
axis of evil frame, to destabilize democratically elected govern-
ments and to support war-like operations. One recent example
was the violation against Ecuador’s sovereignty by the Colom-
bian Armed Forces, which was universally condemned within
the Organization of American States. In the clash for dominion
over natural resources, South America could become a battle
field in the war against terror and the World Bank will continue
to be indispensable for legitimizing the Empire’s strategic inte-
rests, its companies and its allies. The current President, Ro-
bert Zoellick, who had been US representative to the WTO and
a negotiator of the bilateral free trade agreements in Central
America, emphasized the direction of the Bank: to pursue an
all-encompassing and sustainable globalization, lead by the
private sector and supported by public policies.

5 CONCLUSION

The World Bank’s trajectory shows how humanitarian inter-
ventions (to save the poor) complement US military power at
the service of hegemony. In the years following World War II,
the notion of development—which had origins in the decoloni-
zation process as a way of maintaining links between ‘mother’
countries and newly liberated ones—and  the strategies to ac-
complish it underwent changes. Enticing nations with promi-
ses of equality if they integrated into the global capitalist sys-
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tem, international aid agencies were supposed to transfer ca-
pital and technologies from modern states to traditional ones.

Initially this liberal vision of economic growth prevailed in
the IBRD. The vision had been disseminated by industrialized
nations and the rest of the world had to adapt to it. In the face
of post-war difficulties, the Bank’s resources were destined for
European reconstruction and, in minor scale, for Latin Ameri-
can development, according to US government initiatives, res-
pectively the Marshall Plan and the Alliance for Progress.

US defeat in the Vietnam War marked the first change in the
principles followed by the World Bank. Fighting poverty beca-
me the necessary condition for the defence of the free world,
formed by Western Europe and the United States and into whi-
ch, the nations, in the main, coming out of anti-colonial stru-
ggles of Asia and Africa were to be integrated. The doctrine of
security-development synthesized the Bank’s modernizing in-
terventions, led by Pentagon strategists and Latin American
dictators and given legitimacy by the White House.

The end of the cold war consolidated US power. New fo-
reign policy tendencies found resonance in World Bank direc-
tives, which embraced neo-liberal ideology. Stressing the pri-
macy of the market in the solution of national problems, me-
asures to minimize state participation in development gained
ascendancy. Built upon US Treasury and international financi-
al institutions’ preconceptions, the Washington Consensus
justified structural adjustment programmes and compensa-
tory policies for the poor.

The third turn in World Bank thinking was rooted in the fo-
llow-up to the attack at the centre of hegemonic power. The tie
between development as a process of managing assets and
the Bush administration’s War on Terror strategy was even more
evident. This strategy was meant to defend US vital interests,
including access to markets, to energy sources and strategic
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NOTES

1 The World Bank Group is composed of the following institutions: the International Bank
of Reconstruction and Development (1944), the International Finance Corporation (1956),
the International Development Association (1960), the International Centre for Settlement
of Investment Disputes (1966) and the Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency (1988).
The IBRD gives technical and financial assistance to medium-income countries and
credit-worthy countries, and the IDA supplies interest-free credits and grants to the
poorest countries. The IFC acts exclusively with the private sector and has a different
structure, staff and norms from that of the IBRD and the IDA. The ICSID arbitrates disputes
between foreign capital and governments, while MIGA fosters foreign direct investments
and insures them against the risks of natural disasters and conflicts.

2 The US, Japan, France, the United Kingdom, Germany, China, Russia and Saudi Arabia
have permanent seats on the Board of Executive Directors.

3 Going back to the Congress of Vienna (1814-1815), the Venezuelan Tomás Polanco
Alcântara (2004:245) concludes that, in Bolivar’s view, the defence of Independence would
make obvious “the presence of [Latin] America in the world of nations,” would draw
attention to “the importance of [Latin] America in the new political order,” and would
highlight “the necessity of [Latin] American unity.”

4 Edward Carr (2001:300), a pioneer in the field, thought it utopist to “imagine an interna-
tional order built on a coalition of States, each of which was engaged in defending and
stating its own interests.”

5 See the various World Bank publications on this theme, such as Protecting the poor
during periods of adjustment (1988); Relatório sobre o Desenvolvimento Mundial 1990: a
pobreza (1990); Our dream: a world free of poverty (2000); Globalização, crescimento e
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resources. The World Bank’s support for the UN Millennium
development goals showed its obsession with fighting global
poverty which it blended with the fight against terrorism.

The dualistic conception pitting internationalism against
nationalism still survives in the now-fashionable terms, multi-
lateralism and unilateralism. In academic and diplomatic cir-
cles there is little debate about global tensions outside the the-
oretical benchmarks established by these dualisms in which
the World Bank maintains its influence. Without a change in
international relations paradigms, we will never be able to un-
derstand the decisive role multilateral institutions play in the
construction of a nation’s perception of itself.
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pobreza. A visão do Banco Mundial sobre os efeitos da globalização (2003); Land policies
for growth and poverty reduction (2003); Poor people’s knowledge: promoting intellectual
property in development countries (2004); World Development Report 2004: making servi-
ce work for poor people (2004); Power, rights and poverty: concepts and connections
(2005); Globalización y pobreza (2005); Redução da pobreza e crescimento: ciclos virtuo-
sos e viciosos (2006); Sustainable energy: less poverty, more profits (2007); Science,
technology and innovation: capacity building for sustainable and poverty reduction (2008).

6 At the founding, the natural candidate for the job was Dexter White, Treasury Department
functionary and author, with Keynes, of the reformulation of the global financial system
destroyed by the crisis of the 1930s and the conflicts of the first half of the twentieth
century. Accused of being a communist sympathizer, White was passed over in favour of
Eugene Meyer, editor of the Washington Post, whose reign lasted one year (1946-1947).

7 According to article I of the Articles of Agreement, it falls to the IBRD: to assist in the
reconstruction and development of territories of members by facilitating the investment
of capital for productive purposes; to promote private foreign investment; to promote the
long-range balanced growth of international trade and the maintenance of equilibrium in
balances of payments.

8 The UN Director between 1967 and 1974, John Stoessinger (1975:88) saw similarities in
the behaviour of the USA and the USSR in their respective spheres of influence: the
competition within the two blocs was almost as important as war; the great powers only
risked armed intervention when a vital interest was at stake; both were motivated by
economic considerations, both adopted diplomacy as an instrument of national policy
and both participated in the UN.
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